As much thrilled as we are to be able to help our dearest clients continue creating fantastic content, the
health and safety of our clients and employees are of our utmost priority. Desert Fish Studios is open to
clients, with the following policies in effect to best protect our clients and team members and to help stop the
spread of COVID-19.
1. Any individual who enters the studio will receive a health screening incl. completion of health
screening form (can be filled out digitally in advance on the same day) and is asked to immediately
use hand sanitizer or wash their hands with soap for min 20s (both provided at the entrance of the
studio).
2. All individual in studio is asked to wear qualified face coverings that fully cover nose, mouth and chin
all the time during their stay in the studio, unless it’s necessary to expose their mouth and nose for
performing purposes (vocal, winds and brass, video shooting etc.).
3. Everyone in the studio is asked to keep 6ft/2m social distancing at all time.
4. The maximum group we can accommodate is 5 persons. This does not only include performers, but
also any personnel that comes along. A group that exceeds such limit is asked to schedule their arrival
time to avoid overlap of their stay. Personnel is required to call studio first before entering the site.
5. Anyone showing symptoms related to COVID-19, having had known contact with COVID-19 or having
returned from international travel within 14 days will not be permitted to enter the studio.
6. Anyone who does not have symptoms upon arrival but starts to show/develop symptoms related to
COVID-19 is asked to leave site immediately. Close contacts will be asked to leave as well.
7. We kindly ask our clients to refrain from touching surfaces and equipment in studio unless necessary.
8. We kindly ask our clients to bring their own water/hot drinks or their own cups/containers. We won’t
be able to provide dinnerware nor cutlery at this time. The designated eating area in studio can only
accommodate 1 person at a time.
9. Headphones, pop filter, music stands, chairs and other equipment used in recording sessions will be
sanitized before use and in between performers during session. Equipment brought by clients is
required to be sanitized by the user themselves before entering the studio
10. During all vocal, woodwind, brass recordings, only 1 person is allowed to stay in the same recording
floor. The recording floor and used gear will be immediately sanitized after every use. The same
microphone and pop filter for vocal recordings can only be used by max 1 person per day. We kindly
ask brass players to clean the condensation on the floor by themselves.
11. We kindly ask all musicians to remove sheet music on stands after each session.
12. We will not be able to accept cash as payment method during this time.
13. We will temporarily suspend any catering requests.
14. We kindly ask our clients not to leave any refuse/trash in the studio.
15. We strongly recommend clients with mixing, mastering or any post-production need to work
remotely with us. We are equipped with Source Connect that provides real-time, low-latency, highdefinition remote monitoring and talkback.
Thank you very much for your understanding. As always, Desert Fish Studios welcome all and we are
committed to create the best sound for your musical and acoustical creations. If you have any questions,
please contact Kevin, our Covid-19 Compliance Officer via email at kevinli@desertfishstudios.com.

